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The present invention relates to an appa 
rat-us for storing vehicles in a-‘building and has 
for its principal object to provide means for 
hoisting the vehicle and distributing'the same 
at various elevated positions in the ‘building 
so as to compactly arrange the same and uti 
lize all available’spaces in the building for the 
storage of the cars. , i i 

A further object is to provide an endless 
conveyor operating about a track arranged 
within the building and upon which track is 
also movably carried a number of cars adapt 
ed for movement about the track through the 
operation of the conveyor, said‘track being ar 

_ ranged in a continuous circuit in section and 
various elevated positions in the building, 
each section being spaced ‘so as to "traverse 
the entire area of the building and at the same 
time permit the free movement of the cars 
thereuponand arranging an elevator within 
‘the building adapted to receive ‘the vehicle 
from the car disposed at any ofthe elevated 
track sections.‘ 
A still further object is to provide a car 

adapted to travel about thetrack in asus~ 
pended position therefrom and suitable vfor 
supporting a» vehicle thereon for movement 
about the-track'bythecar, each. of said cars 
being equipped with an automatically oper 
ated chock forengaging the wheels of the ve~ 
iicle after the same has been placed in a pre 
determined position‘upon the car forsecuring 
the same in‘position on the car. 
Another 7 obj eat is to provide an ‘ apparatus 

of this character of simplezand practical con 
struction whichis e?icient and reliable .in‘per 
formance, which providesan extremely eco 
nomical means in {utilizing practically the en 

' ire face of a‘building for vehicle storagerpur 
poses without sacri?cing a part of thebuild 
ing fonconstructing extended runways for 
the purpose of moving the vehlcles from one 
‘floor to anotherofthe building, which is rela 
tively inexpensive to manufacture,installand 
maintain in operation and otherwise well 
adapted for the purpose for which the same is 
intended. , V i - 

Other objects and advantages‘reside in the 
special construction and combination of the 
various elements comprising the invention, 

reference being had to the accompanying 
drawings forming a part hereof, wherein: 
Figure l is a diagrammatic elevational .view 

showing the manner of. arranging the track 
circuit for supporting the ‘cars and moving 
the same throughout ‘the building, 

Figure‘ 2 is an elevationalviewof oneend 
of a track section showing :the'bars inposition 
extendedtherefrom together with the endless 
chainprovided for the movement ‘of the cars 
about the track, ’ V ' 

Figure 3, is a fragmentary sectional view 
through one of the rails of the track illustrat 
ing the manner of supporting- thecars there 
on, 1 

Figure 4 is a side elevational view of one 
of the cars with a'vehicle shown in trans 
porting position thereon and illustrating the 
manner of securing the vehicle in position 
upon the car, -' 

Figure 5 is a top plan view of one of the 
cars with parts broken away illustrating vthe 
wheel chock operating mechanism, 

Figure '6 is a transverse sectional View 
through a ?oor of the building illustrating 
the manner of arranging the track and sup 
porting the cars therefrom, V ‘ c 

Figure 7 is a transverse sectional view 
through a section of the train'taken substan 
tially along a line 7+7 vof'Figure 2, 
Figure :8 ‘is an end elevational view-of a 

modi?ed arrangement of the apparatus, 
Figure 9 is a diagrammatic side elevational 

view of the simplified arrangement'shown in 
Figure 8 and 
Figure 10 is a side elevational view of a 

modi?ed car construction, ‘ 
Referring now to the drawings in detail, 

my invention consists‘of a‘ vehicle storage'ap 
paratus comprising a continuously formed 
track 5 formed of a pair of spaced "parallel 
rails 6, of an ‘I beam formation in cross‘sec 
tion'having. upper and lower ?anges‘? and '8 
respectively. As shown in'Figure ‘1, ofthe 
drawings, the track extends vertically adja 
cent one side of the ‘building?rom thebottom 
to the top thereof and‘transversely across the 
upper portion ofthe building and continues 
in a series of horizontal sections at diiferent 
elevated positions throughout the height of 
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the building. Each adjacent horizontal 
track section indicated at 9 is connected at 
one end by a vertically extending curved sec-V 
tion 10. The lowermost horizontal section’ 
is in turn connected with the vertical section 
throughout the height of the building. 
The building may be provided with the 

usual ?oors 11 and supporting column 12, the 
columns 12 at each alternate ?oor level ex 
tending from the ?oor to the ceiling of such 
floor level whereas the remaining column 
terminates short of the ceiling and have their 
upper ends provided with heads 13 extending 
transversely of the column and upon which 
the rails 6 may be supported. Any suitable 
number of track circuits may be arranged 
throughout the building, Figure 6 of the 
drawings representing a fragmentary sec 

; tion of one of the ?oor levels illustratingthe 
~ manner of supporting a doubletrack section. 

Upon each rail of the track is arranged a 
carrier 14 having a pair of rollers 15 rotat~ 
ably mounted at each end thereof and engage 
able with the horizontal surface of the track, 

- each side of thecarrier being provided with 
jejections 16 extending in a direction toward 
theopposite end of the track. and forming a 
mounting for a pair of rollers 17 engaging 

I thesurface of the ?ange of the track in op 
posed relation with respect to the rollers 15. 
As clearly illustrated in Figure 3 of the draw 
ings, the arrangement of the rollers consti 
tutes a guide for the ?ange of the track 

_ whereby to prevent the derailment of the car 
ri er therefrom. ' An axle 18 is rotatably car 
ried by a pair-of the carriers 14 disposed on 

- the corresponding rails of the track, said axle 
' forming a support for the upper edge of the 

'4 sides 19 of a car 20 arranged in suspended 
relation from the axle between the rails of 
the track. The‘ ends of the axle 18 extend 
through bushings 21 arranged in the sides 19 
of the bar to provide for the free swinging 

. movement of the car with respect to the axle. 
An endless chain indicated generally at 22 

is arranged upon thevtrack, said chain being 
‘ disposed in sections of suitable length with 

on 

one end of each section attached to the rear 
of one of the carriers 14 with the opposite end 
of each section attached to the forward end 
of the adjacent carrier. 
Each chain section is composed of a plu 

rality of links arranged in end to end rela— 
tion as illustrated in Figure 2 of the draw 
ings, each link comprising a longitudinally 
extending rod section 23 with ?anges 24 
arranged at each side thereof and adapted 
to extend over the side of the ?ange of the 
rail.v Each vof the links 22 are provided 
with opposed rollers engageable with the 
opposite surfaces of the ?ange of the rail, 
and comprising rollers 25' rotatably mounted 
upon the rod section 23 of the link and rollers 
26 disposed inwardly. with respect to the 

. ?anges 24 and rotatably engaging the oppo 
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site surface of the ?angc,-said rollers 25 and 
26 thereby forming uides for receiving the 
?ange of the rail. y connecting the car 
riers of each of the cars in this manner it will 
‘be apparent that the entire group of cars‘ 
maybe moved along the ‘rails as a unit. A 
suitable drive means indicated at 27 is pro 
vided for engaging the links of the chain 
whereby to move the same along the rails, 
said drive means being of any suitable con 
struction, such ‘as for instance the sprocket 
wheel operatively‘connected with a collar 
?ange and engaging the chain for the oper 
ation thereof in a manner well known in 
the art.’ j ' ‘ 

With theiparts of the apparatus assembled 
in the manner heretofore explained it will 

70 

be apparent that the cars 20 may be moved 7 
along the track, and as illustrated in Figure 
2' of the drawings the carrier 14 will travel 
along the upper ?ange 7 of the rail while 
traversing one horizontal section of the track 
and uponpassing around the curved section 
of'the track will be suspended from the lower 
?ange 8 thereof while traversing the next 
succeeding horizontal section thereof. The 
manner of swingingly mounting the cars 
upon the axle 18 readily permits of such 
traversing of the carriers 14 with respect to 
the rails so as to maintain the cars constantly 
in a suspended position. ' 

Rollers 28 are mounted at each end of the 
cars adapted for engagement with vertically 
disposed rails 29 arranged adjacent the 
curved portion of the track whereby to pre- - —' 
vent tilting movement of the cars while pass’ 
ing around the curved section thereof. 

Through‘ the engagement ~ between the 
rollers and the rails 29,'the tilting, of the car 
is also prevented during‘the loading and un- ~ ' 
loading of the vehicle therefrom. ' 
By mounting the rails at one ?oor leve 

upon the upper edge of the/T-head supports 
13 and suspending the rails from the ceiling 
of the adjacent ?oor level in a manner as 
illustrated in Figure 6, of the drawings pro 
vides a practical method of permitting the 
carriers 14 to travel upon the opposite 
?anges 7 and 8 ,of the rails. 
At the side of the building adjacent the 

vertically disposed section of the track is 
arranged an entrance way from the street 
level indicated at 30 providing means for 
driving the vehicle on to the cars 20 as the 
same are moved into position opposite the 
entrance way. Each of the cars 20 are open 
at each end and have a floor 31 connected 
with the lower edge of the sides 19, said ?oor 
having a pair.’ of longitudinally extending 
slotted openings 32 formed therein to each 
end of which a lever 33 extends, the lower 
end of the lever at the adjacent end of the 
slot being mounted on a rock shaft 34 with 
the upper end thereof protruding above the 
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surface of the ?oor connected by a trans 
versely disposed rod 35. 

rl‘he rod 35 disposed at the respective end 
of the slotted openings 32 form a‘ connec 
tion for one end of a pair of rack bars 36 
extending toward the center of the car, the 
rack formed on the bars at each side of the 
car being opposed with respect to each other 
as clearly illustrated in Figure 4 of the draw 
ings and engageable with the opposite side 
of a side pinion 37 mounted on a transversely 
disposed end 38 and which shaft also carries 
a worm drive 39 connected with a motor 40 
forming the drive means for the pinion. 
The motor 40 is connected in a circuit 41 

with a suitable source of current and in which 
is also interposed a switch 42 operated 
through a movable platform 43 disposed 
slightly above the surface of the ?oor 31, 
which upon being depressed will operate to 
close the circuit. Normally the rods 35 and 
rack bars 36 connected therewith are dis 
posed below the surface of the ?oor and upon 
the driving of a vehicle as indicated by the‘ 
dotted line in Figure 4 of the drawings, the 
front wheels 44 of the vehicle coming into 
contact with the platform 43 will thereby 
operate to close the switch and through the 
operation of the motor '41 to raise the rods 35 
so as to engage the opposite sides of the front 
and rear wheels of the vehicle and thus pre 
vent further movement of the vehicle across 
the floor of the car. 
breaker 46 of any suitable type is interposed 
in the circuit 41 and adapted to break the 
circuit upon the overloading of the motor 40 
after the limit of the movement of the rod 
35 against the respective wheels of the ve 
hicle. 

Suitable guides in the form of leaf springs 
47 may be employed for maintaining a posi 
tive engagement of the rack bars 36 with the 
drive pinion 37. 
At the side of the building opposite from 

the entrance way may be installed an eleva 
tor indicated at 48 adapted to be moved ad 
jacent any of the floor levels of the building 
and to receive the vehicle from the car at any 
of the floor levels so as to enable the removal 
of any of the vehicles at any time from the 
building regardless of the order of the en 
trance thereof into- the building. The eleva 
tor is adapted to discharge the vehicle at an 
exit from the building disposed adjacent the 
street level as shown at 49. 
For selecting the proper stopping position 

for unloading a desired vehicle from the car, 
transporting the same, a suitable mechanical 
chart may be arranged in an operator’s quar 
ters, said chart constituting a miniature of 
the storing apparatus which will move in 
comparison to the operation thereof, each 
car of the miniature being identi?ed with a 
corresponding car of the main apparatus. 
The operation of the apparatus will be under 

An overload circuit. 

8 

constantcontrol by :the i operator- and {accord 
ing-lyasc one of the carsaappnoachess ‘a. pr'efde 
termined T?oor level, the-.operatorswill thus 
be enabled to ‘interrupt ' the operation of: the 
apparatus top-‘permit the discharge of‘ the de 
sired -=velri'cle from: the *‘oar onto7 the elevator 
48 and "discharging; the same: from the build 
ing ?at~ the street (level. 

sln. Figures :8 'andx9 . of: the drawings I have 
illustrated \ a construction- in. which’ the appa 
ratus is ‘reduced to 1 .its ‘very simplest: form,‘ 
Figure 8 representingadouble track construc 
tion about which the/cars‘ 50.:are adapted ‘to 
travelft-he track being arranged; :in the. form 
of iai'vertica'lly idispo'se‘d loop, .as shown in 
Figured), Without ‘any. horizontal sectionsiat 
the '‘ various l?oor: levels as provided : 'lIli the 
form ‘of the. ‘invention heretofore described. 
This form ‘of, the invention is 2 adapte'dipan 
ticjularly?for'luse inconnection with relatively ; 
narrow buildings. 
"'In'FigurelO of the ‘drawings I have also 
illustrated a. modi?ed construction for .the 
carfutilizing‘the fdouble deckprincipal by 
providing, a1 :lower‘ ?oor 5'1. and an interme 
diatei-floo-r ‘52 connected by side walls 153, 
eitherrofssaid‘?oors‘being adapted to support 
a/v‘ehi'cle as ‘indicated at 54. ‘In such modi~ 
?ed construction; the transversely extending 
axle‘ 18‘is dispensediwith and in place thereof 
I provide a :pair of stub axles 55 extending 
outwardly ‘froin'the outer surface of’each of 
thewallsvta and mounted upon the carriers 
14in‘ the usualmanner, ‘the stubiaxles 55 ‘be 
ing' disposed: a position distant‘ above'.the cen- . 
rterfline 10f the car: in order to maintain the 
same in :arsuspended“position. ' ' 
fF-rom the foregoing explanation it will-be 

apparentv that ~ an exceedingly economical 
method is=provided for conveniently and‘ra-p- ~ 
idly istoring 1' a large number of vehicles with 
2in the=building. 

It is obvious that the-inventionis suscepti 
Isle; of various‘ "changes ‘and- ‘modi?cations, 
withoutdepa'nting‘from the spirit or scope of 
the invention or sacri?cing any of its advan 
tages, and I accordingly claim all such forms 
of the device to which I am entitled. 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim as new is: 
1. In an apparatus of the class described, 

an endless track including a plurality of ver 
tically spaced horizontal runs and runs con 
necting alternate ends of said horizontal 
runs, storage cages supported for movement 
along said track means for moving said stor 
age units, and an elevator operating adjacent 
said endless track for unloading storage cages 
of any horizontal run of said track. 

2. In an apparatus of the class described, 
an endless track including a plurality of ver 
tically spaced horizontal runs and runs con 
necting alternate ends of said horizontal runs, 
storage cages supported for movement along 
said track, means for moving said storage 
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units, an elevator operating adjacent said 
endless track for unloading storage cages of 
any horizontal‘run of said track, vertical. 
guide means adjacent said elevator a'ndco 

5 operating with the cages as they'travel along 
the vertical runs at one side of the track. ' 
'8. In an apparatus of the class described‘, 

a plurality of storage cages, means for sup-" 
porting said cages for movement along an 

'10 endless path having spaced horizontal runs 
and a single unloading device associated 
with said'means and adapted to be alined 
with cages at any level. ‘ ' 

4. In an apparatus ofthe class described, 
15 a continuously‘ formed rigid track structure 

including aplurality of superimposed inter 
connected horizontal track sections and a ver 
tical section, said track being constructed in 
the form of an I beam in cross-section, car 

20 riers mounted, for movement about the track, 
rollers mounted on the carrier adapted for 
engagement with the opposite surfaces of the 
?anges of the track, said carriers being adapt; 
ed for movement upon the upper ?ange of 

1,35 the track at one horizontal section and upon ' 
the lower ?ange of the track of the adjacent 
horizontal section, an axle extending between 
the carriers ‘of the opposite rails of theitrack, 

' a car swingingly suspended from said axle 
30 and a chain section mounted for movement 

about the ?anges of the track and forming > 
a connection between the adjacent carriers 
whereby to enable "the movement of the cars 
about the track as a unit, each of said cars 
adapted to support a vehicle thereon. 
1 5. In an apparatus of the class described, 
the combination of-an endless rigid track 
structure arranged in vertical and horizontal 
sections, car suspension means movable about 

=40 the track, and ?exible connectors for the sus 
pension means whereby to connect, a prede 
termined number thereof for movement as 
a unit about the track; ’ ‘ ” 

In testimony whereof'I affix my signature. 
.45 ‘ > MALCOLM s., CLARK. 
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